Whispering is a special pronunciation style in which the vocal cords do not vibrate. Compared with voiced speech, whispering is noise-like because of the lack of a fundamental frequency. The energy of whispered speech is approximately 20 dB lower than that of voiced speech. Converting whispering into normal speech is an effective way to improve speech quality and/or intelligibility. In this paper, we propose a whisper-to-normal speech conversion method based on a sequence-to-sequence framework combined with an auditory attention mechanism. The proposed method does not require time aligning before conversion training, which makes it more applicable to real scenarios. In addition, the fundamental frequency is estimated from the mel frequency cepstral coefficients estimated by the proposed sequenceto-sequence framework. The voiced speech converted by the proposed method has appropriate length, which is determined adaptively by the proposed sequence-to-sequence model according to the source whispered speech. Experimental results show that the proposed sequence-to-sequence whisper-to-normal speech conversion method outperforms conventional DTW-based methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Whispered speech refers to low-energy pronunciation without vocal cord vibration. It is a special and essential style of speech communication [1] . For example, in places such as libraries and conference rooms where loud speech is prohibited, people generally use whispered speech for human-human communication or human-computer interaction. In addition, to protect the privacy of communication content, people prefer whispering for communication in public places. In the medical field, for patients with laryngectomy, whispering is the only means of communication. In recent years, whispering has become one of the most convenient silent interfaces in the field of human-computer interaction compared with the surface electromyogram (EMG) interface and the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) interface. whispered recordings for whispered speech recognition. Recently, reconstructing normal voiced speech from whispered speech has attracted the attention of many researchers [8] - [10] . The aim of whisper conversion is to convert whispered speech to normal speech to improve its intelligibility and/or perception quality.
Currently, there are two kinds of whisper conversion technologies. One is rule-based whisper conversion, which modifies parameters of the source-filter model such as mixed excitation linear prediction (MELP), code excited linear prediction (CELP), and linear prediction coding (LPC) according to transformation rules obtained by experimental observations or statistical analysis of the acoustic feature differences between whispered speech and its normal counterpart [11] - [14] . However, transformation rules are always generated by empirical observation or simple statistical modeling, so the naturalness and speech quality of rule-based whisper conversion need further improvement.
The other kind of whisper conversion approaches includes the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) method and the neural network method. Toda et al. first utilized GMM to model the joint spectral feature space of whispering and its normal counterpart. However, the speech spectral envelope estimated by the naive GMM model exhibits discontinuity and oversmoothing. To solve this problem, the dynamic spectral parameter is proposed to model dynamic acoustic space and achieved a performance improvement [15] . In addition, maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) [16] has been used to generate smooth speech parameters, and global variance (GV) has been adopted to enhance the details of spectral parameters [17] , [18] , further improving the intelligibility and naturalness of the converted speech.
Unlike GMM, neural networks can fit complex nonlinear relationships. In the past few years, neural networks have been widely used for whisper-to-normal speech conversion. Li et al. adopted the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) to model the joint feature space composed of whispering and parallel normal speech [19] and obtained a preferable estimated target normal speech. Recently, deep neural networks (DNN) have been used to achieve better conversion performance without a predivided acoustic parameter space [20] . To reflect the interframe relationship, Nisha utilized a deep bidirectional long short time memory (DBLSTM) for speech conversion, and experimental results showed that the converted speech is more natural and is more similar to the target normal speech [21] .
However, feature alignment is necessary for stateof-the-art statistical-based whisper conversion methods. Researchers frequently use the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm to align features by adding or removing speech frame features using a dynamic program algorithm where the speech acoustic and perception characteristics are not considered [22] . In the training phase, features aligned by DTW are used for model training, which may cause poor speech quality and/or speech intelligibility for the converted speech.
In addition, F0 estimation is another problem when converting whispering to normal speech. Owing to the absence of F0 in whispered speech, existing conversion methods always adopt a model to characterize the relationship between the whisper spectrum and the F0 of its normal counterpart. However, whispering is noise-like, and the spectrum of different phonemes has no significant difference. Thus, the relation between the whisper spectrum and the F0 is not obvious.
To solve these issues, we propose a sequence-to-sequence mapping framework to characterize the nonlinear relationship between original whispered speech features and target normal speech features. In the conversion phase, the converted normal speech is obtained by the trained model. Once the mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) of the estimated normal speech is obtained, it is used to train a DBLSTM model to characterize the relationship between the estimated MFCCs and F0 of the normal speech.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the proposed sequence-to-sequence whisper-to-normal conversion model based on the auditory attention mechanism. Section III gives experimental results and discussion. The final section is devoted to the conclusion.
II. WHISPER-TO-NORMAL CONVERSION BASED ON SEQUENCE-TO-SEQUENCE MAPPING
The proposed SEQ2SEQ whisper-to-normal speech conversion framework shown in Fig. 1 consists of model training and speech conversion. In the training phase, speech transformation and representation using adaptive interpolation of the weighted spectrum (STRAIGHT) [23] is utilized to extract the spectral envelope, the aperiodic component and F0 of normal speech, and the spectral envelope of whispered speech. The spectral envelope is further transformed into MFCC. A sequence-to-sequence framework is trained for mapping the relationship between the MFCCs of a whisper and those of normal speech. Note that, once the framework is trained well, the estimated MFCCs of converted speech from the SEQ2SEQ model are used to train two DBLSTM models for estimating F0 and the aperiodic component, respectively. In the conversion stage, the MFCCs extracted from whispered speech are used to estimate MFCCs of the target normal speech, which are then used to estimate both F0 and the aperiodic component of the target speech.
The sequence-to-sequence mapping framework is known as a codec structure, which was originally proposed by Cho et al. for machine language translation [24] . The encoder maps the source word features to a high-dimensional eigenspace for decoding. The encoder of the sequenceto-sequence framework reads whispered speech features sequentially and summarizes them into a fixed-length context vector c, which characterizes the entire speech feature sequence information. Given the current hidden state s t , the decoder takes the context vector c as the input and gradually generates normal speech features at each time step.
The sequence-to-sequence framework can encode a speech feature sequence into a context vector of fixed length and decode it back into another feature sequence with a different length from the input sequence. That is, the feature sequence length of the source whisper and the normal target speech are not required to be the same. Thus, in the proposed model, the parallel whisper and normal counterpart corpus do not require time-aligning in the training stage. Specifically, the source whisper feature sequence of length T x is directly decoded into a target normal speech feature sequence of length T y by the proposed sequence-to-sequence framework.
For speech signal, the speech of the current frame is strongly related to that of previous speech frames. To this end, a long short time memory (LSTM) network is utilized as the encoder of the sequence-to-sequence framework to characterize the implicit relationship between successive frames of whispered speech [25] . Similarly, for the decoder, we also adopt an LSTM to decode the speech contexts back into the feature sequence of target normal speech [26] .
Suppose the source whispered speech feature sequence is represented as {x 1 ,· · · ,x T x } and the target normal speech feature sequence as {y 1 ,· · · ,y T y } where T x and T y represent the length of the source and target sequences, respectively.
In the proposed sequence-to-sequence framework, the LSTM network consists of an input gate, output gate, and forget gate as follows:
where i, f , o, and p denote the input gate, forget gate, output gate, and cell states, respectively. δ is the sigmoid function. h t is the hidden state at time step t. A conventional sequence-to-sequence framework adopts p t of the last hidden layer as its context vector once the whole sequence is completely encoded. However, for whisper-tonormal speech conversion, the length of the whisper feature sequence is always longer than that of the normal speech, and different phonemes of normal speech correspond to whisper frames of different length at different positions, so feature vectors of whispering used to obtain target feature vectors of normal speech are dynamically changed at different time steps. To model these various nonlinear relationships more effectively, we adopt an auditory attention mechanism to obtain a self-adaptive context vector, which is used to adaptively estimate the current hidden state and output of the decoder.
In the proposed sequence-to-sequence framework, we suppose that the current state of the decoder is related to all hidden states of the encoder, each of which has a different impact on the estimation of the current state of the decoder. To obtain a self-adaptive context, both past and future hidden states of the encoder are considered simultaneously to obtain the current context.
Suppose that {h 1 , · · · , h T x } represents the hidden state of the encoder. The time-dependent context c i for obtaining the ith feature vector of the converted target normal speech is computed as
with
where a(S i−1 , h j ) = v T tanh(WS i−1 + Uh j ) describes the similarity between the cell state of the decoder and the hidden state of the encoder.
The new state S i of current frame is obtained as
where S i−1 is the previous state of LSTM, c i is the current context, cell_out i represents the current LSTM output, and y i−1 is the feature of the previous target frame. y i is obtained by 
The mel cepstral distance (CD) [27] , the short time objective intelligibility (STOI) [28] , the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [29] , the root mean squared error (RMSE), and the mean duration differences (MDD) were used to objectively evaluate the performance of the converted speech. The mean opinion score (MOS) and ABX preference test were chosen as subjective evaluation methods for converted speech. CD is a common measurement for spectrum conversion performance, which is computed as
where C d and C d represent the dth element of the cepstral coefficients feature of reference normal speech and converted normal speech, respectively. D represents the dimension of the cepstral coefficient feature, which is set to 24. A higher CD value indicates a greater difference between converted normal speech and reference normal speech. The STOI score ranges from 0 to 1, and a larger STOI score indicates a higher intelligibility of converted normal speech. The PESQ is used to evaluate the overall speech quality of converted speech, and the PESQ value ranges from 0 to 5. A larger PESQ value indicates better quality of converted speech. RMSE is a frequently used objective method to evaluate the similarity of the estimated F0 and the ground truth F0. A smaller RMSE value means more accurate estimation of F0. MDD is used to measure the time duration difference between the converted speech and the target speech. A smaller MDD value means the time duration of the converted speech is more similar to that of the target normal speech. MOS is a common subjective evaluation method for speech quality. The ABX preference test aims to determine which of the two converted speeches (denoted as A and B) by different conversion methods sounds like the target ground truth speech X. If it is ambiguous to distinguish between A and B, "no preference" is chosen.
To verify the effectiveness of the MFCC feature dimension on the normal speech reconstruction, different numbers of filters were used to generate the MFCC features, which were then used to reconstruct the converted speech. As seen in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5 when the number of filters was set to 30, the smallest difference between the reconstructed speech and the reference normal speech was obtained. Thus, we used 30 filters for MFCC extraction in subsequent experiments.
For comparison, GMM- [18] , DNN- [20] , and DBLSTM- [21] based whisper-to-normal speech conversion were conducted. The parallel speech corpuses for training the GMM, DNN, and DBLSTM models were time-aligned by the DTW algorithm.
For the GMM-based whisper-to-normal speech conversion, three GMM models denoted as GMM_dynamic, GMM_f0, and GMM_ap were trained for MFCC, F0 and aperiodic component estimation, respectively. The dynamic and static features were combined as the GMM input. The joint density Gaussian mixture model (JDGMM) was adopted to model the probability distributions of the joint feature of parallel whispered and normal speech. The number of Gaussian components was set to 32 for GM_dynamic and GMM_f0 and 16 for GMM_ap.
For the DNN-based whisper-to-normal speech conversion, three DNN models were used to perform whisper-to-normal speech conversion: the spectral envelope mapping network (denoted as DNN_Dynamic), the F0 estimation network (denoted as DNN_f0), and the aperiodic component estimation network (denoted as DNN_ap). To verify the performance of dynamic features, we also used a DNN_static model where only static features were considered to estimate the spectral envelope. The network configurations of DNN_Dynamic, DNN_f0, DNN_ap, and DNN_static were 60-120-60-120-60, 60-120-60-30-1, 60-120-257-120-257, and 30-120-60-120-30, respectively. For all DNN models, the dropout was set to 0.8, the learning rate was 0.0001, the batch size was 100, and the training epoch was set to 1000.
The DBLSTM-based whisper-to-normal speech conversion model consisted of a spectral envelope estimation module (denoted as DBLSTM_dynamic), F0 estimation module (denoted as DBLSTM_f0), and aperiodic component estimation module (denoted as DBLSTM_ap). Furthermore, an additional spectral estimation model (denoted as DBLSTM_static) using only static features was constructed to evaluate the interframe relationship description ability of DBLSTM. The network configurations of DBLSTM_dynamic, DBLSTM_f0, DBLSTM_ap, and DBLSTM_static were 60-128-256-256-128-60, 60-128-128-128-128-1, 60-128-256-256-128-257, and 30-128-256-256-128-30, respectively. In the training stage, the dropout was set to 0.3, with a learning rate of 10-4, batch size of 10, time step of 100, and training epoch of 500 times. The backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm was adopted for DBLSTM model training.
For the proposed sequence-to-sequence whisper-to-normal speech conversion framework, a two-layer LSTM (256-256) was adopted as the encoder, and a two-layer LSTM (256-256) was used as the decoder. In the training stage, we used the target speech features of the previous frame to train the hidden state of the current frame, which was then used to obtain the converted speech feature of the current frame. In the speech conversion stage, we performed two types of conversion experiments. In the first experiment, we used the ground truth speech feature of the previous frame to obtain the speech feature of the current frame (denoted as SEQ2SEQ). In the second experiment, the estimated speech feature of the previous frame was used to the obtain speech feature of the current frame (denoted as SEQ2SEQ_pre). The estimated MFCC was used to compute the speech spectrum envelope of the converted normal speech.
The estimated MFCC from the sequence-to-sequence framework was also used to train two DBLSTM models i.e., DBLSTM_seqf0 and DBLSTM_seqap for estimating F0 and the aperiodic component of the normal speech, respectively. The configuration of DBLSTM_seqf0 was the same as that of DBLSTM_f0, and the configuration of DBLSTM_seqap was the same as that of DBLSTM_ap. Table 1 shows the objective evaluation results of normal speech converted by different conversion models. It can be seen that the capability of described interframe characteristics of the conversion model have an essential effect on whisperto-normal speech conversion performance. In fact, the GMM is a segment linear model that has a weak ability to describe nonlinear relationships, so the performance of the GMMbased whisper-to-normal speech conversion method is poorer than the other three methods. Although the DNN model has excellent nonlinear relation description ability, its interframe relation characterizing ability is simulated by a dynamic feature that is implemented by considering the feature difference between neighboring successive frames.
B. RESULTS
Compared with the DNN model, the DBLSTM model has a better interframe characterizing ability due to DBLSTM can take advantage of the relationship between long distance frames. To this end, there is no need for a dynamic feature in the DBLSTM method. As seen in Table 1 , the DBLSTMbased whisper-to-normal speech conversion method obtained better conversion performance than the GMM and DNN methods. This implies that the static features of MFCC are adequate to characterize the difference between whispering and normal speech for the LSTM-based speech conversion model. Since LSTM was also adopted in the proposed SEQ2SEQ method, we adopt an MFCC static feature vector when modeling the relation between whispering and its normal speech counterpart in the SEQ2SEQ method. From Table 1 , one can see that an objective evaluation of the proposed SEQ2SEQ method outperforms the GMM, DNN and DBLSTM methods. Note that the SEQ2SEQ method also adopted LSTM as the encoder and decoder, so the proposed SEQ2SEQ method has similar interframe characterizing ability to DBLSTM. However, the SEQ2SEQ method does not require preprocessed speech time-aligning, which is required in the DBLSTM method. Specifically, the SEQ2SEQ method adopts the auditory attention principle to implement adaptive feature mapping between parallel whispered and normal speech corpuses. We attribute the improvement of performance to the adaptive feature mapping. In addition, the naive DTW-based feature aligning may reduce the speech quality and speech intelligibility of the converted normal speech. Table 2 shows the MOS and MDD values of converted speeches using different conversion methods. It is obvious that the converted speech using SEQ2SEQ achieves the highest MOS and lowest MDD.
We also plotted spectrograms of normal speech, with the converted speeches using different conversion models for subjective evaluation. One can see in Fig. 6 (a) -(e) that the proposed SEQ2SEQ approach obtains the most similar spectrum of the converted speech to the target normal speech, compared with the GMM, DNN and DBLSTM methods.
Note that the LSTM in the SEQ2SEQ method was used only to map the relationship of the MFCC features of whispered and normal speech. For the STRAIGHT model, the F0 and aperiodic component are also necessary for reconstructing target normal speech. As aforementioned, we adopted two DBLSTMs for estimating F0 and the aperiodic component from MFCC features estimated by the SEQ2SEQ method. Once the MFCCs of the normal speech are obtained, the F0 and aperiodic component can be estimated by these two DBLSTM models, respectively.
The RMSE between the estimated F0 and ground truth F0 is shown in Table 3 One can find that the RMSE value of the proposed SEQ2SEQ method is lowest. Note that the only difference between the SEQ2SEQ method and the DBLSTM method is that the proposed SEQ2SEQ method uses the estimated MFCC of the converted speech, while the DBLSTM method uses the spectrum of the source whisper. This verifies the effectiveness of using the estimated MFCC to estimate F0 of the converted speech. Table 4 shows the ABX preference test score of the voiced speech converted by different methods. The results in the first row indicate that the speech converted by DNN is more similar to the target normal speech than that by the GMM method. VOLUME 7, 2019 The results in Table 4 show that the converted speech using F0 estimated by the proposed SEQ2SEQ method is more similar to the target ground truth speech than that converted by the other three methods.
For subjective evaluation, Fig. 7 plots F0 of the reference normal speech and F0 estimated by different conversion models. In Fig. 7 (b)-(d) , we can see that all methods can estimate F0 well through the spectral envelope. Specifically, F0 estimated by the SEQ2SEQ method is closest to the F0 of the reference target speech.
Although the F0 estimation method of the proposed sequence-to-sequence framework is similar to that of the DBLSTM method, the estimated F0 of the SEQ2SEQ method is more similar to the normal reference speech than that of the DBLSTM method. The reason may be that, for the DBLSTM method, the F0 estimation model considers the relationship of the whispered spectrum and F0 of the normal speech. However, in the proposed SEQ2SEQ method, the F0 estimation model considers the relationship of the normal MFCC features estimated by the SEQ2SEQ model and F0 of the reference normal speech. The F0 estimation results show that the MFCC features estimated by the proposed SEQ2SEQ model are more accurate and have a stronger correlation of F0 than the raw MFCC features of whispered speech.
To evaluate the spectrum envelope estimation performance of different conversion methods, the F0 estimation models in the GMM, DNN, DBLSTM, and SEQ2SEQ methods were replaced by the true F0 of reference normal speech. We plotted spectrograms of normal speech, the converted speech based on different conversion models without F0 estimation, in Fig. 8 for subjective evaluation.
We can see in Fig. 8 (a)-(e) that the spectrum estimated by the GMM method is over-smooth and details of the high-frequency components are unclear, resulting in blurred speech content, thus resulting in unsatisfactory speech naturalness. Although the spectrum estimated by the DNN method retains more high-frequency contents than that by the GMM method, the spectrum of converted speech is still not clear enough. Compared with the spectrum estimated by the DBLSTM method, the spectrum estimated by the proposed SEQ2SEQ method is closer to that of the target reference normal speech.
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed sequence-to-sequence whisper-to-normal speech conversion framework, the SEQ2SEQ method, the SEQ2seq_pre method, and the DBLSTM_dynamic method were evaluated on the TIMIT corpus database. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 , where the SEQ2SEQ_pre method used the speech feature of the previous frame estimated by the sequence-to-sequence framework to estimate the speech feature of the current frame; i.e., the speech feature of each frame of the target speech was estimated by the sequence-to- sequence framework. However, the converted performance of SEQ2SEQ_pre decreased compared to DBLSTM_dynamic. We attribute this to the limited size of training data in the TIMIT corpus database, which comprises only 420 utterances of whispered speech, 348 utterances of which were selected for our model training.
To verify the effectiveness of the SEQ2SEQ_pre method, 1000 sentences from the TIMIT corpus database were selected and pronounced by a female to obtain 1000 utterances of normal speech and 1000 utterances of whispered speech. All 2000 sentences from the corpus can be accessed at ftp://210.45.212.96/ with username: download and password: download. The speech conversion experimental results are shown in Table 6 . As seen in Table 6 , SEQ2SEQ_pre achieved better conversion performance than the DBLSTM_dynamic method.
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a sequence-to-sequence whisper-to-normal speech conversion framework with an auditory attention mechanism. Unlike existing whisper-to-normal speech conversion models where whispered and normal speech corpuses need time-aligning before model training and speech conversion, the proposed sequence-to-sequence whisper-to-normal speech conversion framework does not require feature-aligning features. The proposed sequenceto-sequence framework adopts an additional full connection neural network (FCNN) to simulate the perception attention principle and generate context-adaptive encoding information for normal speech feature estimation. To characterize the interframe relationship of successive frames, the encoder and decoder of the proposed sequence-to-sequence speech conversion method adopts long-short term memory. In addition, better F0 estimation can be obtained from the precisely estimated normal speech spectrum than from the raw whispered speech spectrum. The proposed sequence-to-sequence framework has the ability of adaptive nonlinear mapping between whispered and normal speech. It can also be used for normal speech conversion. 
